
In home
Makeup/Hair

with Nicole Fae 



What to wear:
 

- Off the shoulders top/dress

- Button up

- zip up

- robe

 

 How to prepare:
 

 - Remove all makeup

- apply any skincare you want or I will apply during application

- brush teeth before

- put In contacts if desired 

 

 

Touch-up Kit Recommendations
 

- Blotting papers

- Blotting powder

- Lip stick or gloss 

 

 Recommended skincare here
 

Prep for your Makeup 

www.makeupbynicolefae.com



Tahitian Tan & All Natural.Tan:
 

Q: where will you set up?

A: I typcailly set up in an area with space for a barstool height chair where I am able

to stand in front of you. 

 

Q: Will I be orange? 

A: I have been doing this for 12 years, if I made people orange, I don't think people

would still be calling me. South seas actually uses DHA and Erythrulose to ensure

the your results are natural 

 

Q: Can I get a spray tan if I am nursing or pregnant? 

A: You should talk to your doctor to confirm, but many of our moms are given

the ok to get a spray tan. If you are nursing, you may want to do the fiji express

between feedings. You may also want to wipe off the spray tan from your nipples

after the tan in completed to avoid any ingestion. 

 

Q: How long does the tan last?

A: Tans last for 7 to 10 days*. The darker your results the longer your tan lasts.

*Results very based on how much time you are spending in the water and if you are

using the recommended products to prolong your tan.  

 

 Recommended skincare here
 

Frequently Asked Questions 

www.makeupbynicolefae.com



Where to set up:
 

Kitchens/dining areas are best because they usually have a lot of natural light

coming for large windows and there is a counter top or table for me to set up on.

I am bringing a salon to your home and I will need a lot of counter top space as

well as be able to stand between you and my products.  Most bathrooms are not

big enough to be comfortable with my chair.  

 

What will I bring:
 

I will come prepared with PPE, a tall bar stool, hand mirror, extension cords and

of course all of my supplies. I travel at all times with products for all skin tones

and hair textures.  

 

 What do you need to have ready for me:
 

If you have any makeup that you want me to use, please have that prepared. If I am

only doing hair, I would love to use a chair from your dining room. Perhaps a

towel to drape over the back your chair so that we don't get hair spray on the

chair.  

 

 
 

 Recommended skincare here
 

Preping your home

www.makeupbynicolefae.com


